
1K Blog Reader Challenge
Checklist

Let’s get you off on the right foot.  Other bloggers are running hard toward their 1,000 
Reader goal.  Use the checklist below to keep up with them!

Your Audience

 Get a clear picture of your audience
Describe your audience in specific detail.  Are they male or 
female?  Approximate age?  How do they spend their free 
time?  Children still at home?  Completing this task will 
help focus your goals and sharpen your writing voice.

 Know where your audience spends time online
List 5 websites that your audience regularly visits.  
Describe why they go there. Go to these sites and listen to 
the conversation.  What are some of the recurring 
problem’s and questions?  Can you help?

 What is your audience looking for?
What is your audience searching for?  Information? Social 
Interaction? Entertainment?  You’ll need to get a clear feel 
for this and deliver content that satisfies their needs.

 What keeps your reader up at night?
What problems are your readers trying to solve? It’s critical to find the “trigger” that gets 
your reader to take action.  This information will be extremely helpful for brainstorming 
new topics and expert products.

Blog Design

 Install a professional theme  
Resist the temptation to “go free”.  Free themes almost always lack the flexibility and 
options you need to grow your blog.

 Check your tagline 
The tagline under your blog name should promise a benefit to your readers.  Pushing 
Social promises Easy Blog Tips for Busy Professionals.  Your tagline should be specific 
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and compelling. 

 Blog Name:  
Does your blog name clearly state your blog’s subject?  For example, the name  Man 
vs. Debt leaves no question about the blog’s subject.  How about this one- I Will Teach 
You To Be Rich.  You can’t get any clearer than that!

 Post Emphasis vs. Sidebar Emphasis
You should stick with a single column sidebar unless you have a very good reason for 
further distracting your reader’s from your posts!  You can put the sidebar on the left or 
right.  Your sidebar’s job is to increase engagement with your blog content, get people 
on your email list and promote your expert products.  Less is best with sidebars

 Post Look and Feel
Make sure your blog headlines pop off the page.  Consider increasing your font size to 
20px.  Blog post body text fonts are getting larger to accommodate small mobile device 
screens.  I suggest bumping your font text up to 14pt - even 16pt if you can.

Tip: Look for blog themes that are mobile responsive.  This means they can scale up or 
down depending on the mobile device’s screen dimensions.  

Share Buttons

 Just Pick Three  
Select three social platforms where you can 
connect with your audience.   Use the share icons 
from these three outposts on your blog.

 Position for Sharing  
Place your social icons under your headline and at the bottom of your post.  Use the 
actual icons.  Do not use the Share+ plugin that hides the icons behind a click.

 Sell the Connection 
Put your social share icons in your sidebar along with a “reason why” your audience 
should connect with you.  Tell them specifically what they can expect from you on 
Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn.  You’ll get far more followers that way.

Headlines

 Start testing new headline types.  Add new headline types to 
your.  Download Copyblogger’s “52 Headline Hacks” and read 
every single word.  This handy little guide will double your traffic.

 Brainstorm 3 headline options for every post.  This will 
immediately boost the quality of your headlines.  The headlines you 
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don’t use can be used for high-octane subheadlines.

 Make a Promise. Start your blog post with a headline that includes a hard hitting 
promise.  Now write a post that fulfills the post.  I learned this little trick from Brian Clark 
and it’s never failed me.  It will work for you too.

Blog SEO

 Install Wordpress for SEO by Yoast.  This plugin will handle ninety-percent of your 
blogging chores automatically.  It’s an easy install for Wordpress Blogs.  Among many 
features, the Yoast plugin offers a preview of how your post’s search engine listing 
would look.  Pretty nifty.

 Always complete the Post Title and Meta Description for every blog post.  
Review the Preview Snippet offered by the Wordpress for SEO plugin to make sure your 
post will catch search engine users.

 Create hub pages to organize your content for search engines and readers.  
Hub pages compiles posts into categories for easy reference.  These pages offer 
keywords in a relevant context for search engines which could get you more search 
engine traffic.

Promote Like a Rockstar

 3x Promotion
Shy bloggers get ignored.  Don’t be a shy blogger.  On publish day, tweet a link to your 
post 3 times during the day.  I see the best results with a mid-morning, lunch time, and 
early evening.  Use Timely.is to see the best times to promote for your audience.  

 Add Your Blog Posts to Your Email Signature
Download and install the WiseStamp browser and Gmail add-on.  This add-on gives you 
the option to add a link to your latest post in your email signature.  Awesome.

 Invite Your Email List
Tell your email audience that you have a new post available.  You can send an invitation 
to read your post to your customer and prospect list.  If you haven’t already, set-up an 
RSS email opt-in form on your blog.  This list will automatically receive your emails 
every time you publish a new post.  

Let me know if you need help setting this up.
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Advanced Tactics

 Set-up Shop on Content Hubs (Slideshare, Pinterest, Quora, Scibd)
Content Hubs are social platforms that have attracted and audience by collecting 
specific types of content.  

For example, Slideshare aggregates powerpoint presentations.  People spend time on 
Slideshare to research topics and get new ideas from other people’s presentations.  
Pinterest attracts an audience through picture boards, Quora collects question-and-
answer content, and Scribd compiles and hosts documents and PDFs.

You can promote your blog by turning your posts into content that can be posted on 
each of these platforms.  Try creating a powerpoint slide presentation illustrating the 
points in a blog post and publish it on Slideshare.  You could also compile several posts 
into a document to post on Scribd.  

 “How to” Webinars

Webinars are a powerful way to offer tremendous value to your readers.  Consider 
creating a 30 minute presentation where you teach a new concept, skill, or tool with 
your audience.  Promote your webinar on your blog and in email.  You’ll find that you’ll 
attract a serious audience of “true fans” seeking to create a relationship with you.  

Lewis Howes is the uncontested champion of effective webinar marketing.  You can 
check out his helpful insights on www.LewisHowes.com

 Expert Interviews

Contact and interview the experts in your niche.  You can conduct the email via email or 
Skype Video.  Keep your questions short and make sure you add opportunities for them 
to promote their products/services during the interview.  You’ll find that your expert 
interviewees will promote the interview to their audience too - a Win/Win!

I recommend studying Andrew Warner at Mixergy.com who has turned the expert 
interview into an art form.

 Get One-On-One Coaching

Many bloggers have contacted me personally to get customized guidance for their blog.  
There’s a lot to keep track off and it’s difficult to select which tactics to use first, second, 
and so on.  If you want my help to put you on the right track then check out PS+YOU.
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